
Bradbury Metal Tile Designs

There are a number of new tile designs entering the metal roofi ng market which are increasing the 
choice for consumers as they strive to replace old existing roofi ng styles made of products that are 
now viewed as not environmentally friendly.

The Bradbury Metal Tile Roofi ng team will assist you in choosing the right Metal Tile design that 
meets your market requirements.  Replace that asphalt, shingle, shake or clay tile roof with a cost 
effective metal tile roof that looks great for longer.
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Metal Tile Designs

Exposed Fastening Tiles
These tile designs have stood the test of time and continue to be a very attractive option. Bradbury 
Metal Tile Roofi ng Solutions can supply designs to suit the customers’ individual marketing initiatives 
or provide a point of difference.   

The engineering design team at Bradbury Metal Tile Roofi ng Solutions can create a unique look 
from original substrates and turn that into an environmentally acceptable and aesthetically pleasing 
pressed metal tile design. Our designs can fully replicate asphalt shingles, Cedar shakes, Stone 
slate and concrete or clay tiles. 

The new hidden fastening, four way and two way interlocking, metal tiles are now available on the 
market and are becoming very popular, let Bradbury Metal Tile Roofi ng Solutions help you choose 
the right tile for your market.
Our design team can design a new tile profi le or replicate existing designs (conditions apply).

bradburymetaltiles.com

Hidden Fastening Tiles

Tile Design Examples

Slate Tile:
Create the old-world look of traditional slate roof with a great looking 
slate metal tile. This can be further enhanced by using embossed 
coil. 

Shake Tile:
The classic look of traditional cedar shakes with or without 
Stonechip. Wood grain can be closely replicated, further benefi ts 
can be obtained by using decorative coil (Steelscape prints®)

Shingle Tile:
The rustic look of real architectural asphalt shingles. This profi le can 
be further enhanced by using embossed coil and produced in either 
two or three step versions.   
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Side view elevation of the hidden fastening concept showing front and back clips

Side view elevation of the hidden fastening concept showing screw, underlay and ply decking

The hidden fastening tile concept is easy to install direct to deck, has a proven interlock system that 
is lightweight and provides additional protection against extreme weather conditions.


